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Special Committee on Covid-19 Response. 
Leinster House, 
Dublin 2. 
D02 XR20 

For the attention of Ms Aileen Fallon. 

5 June 2020 

Dear Aileen, 

Ref: SCC19R-I_0039 – Invitation to make written submission. 

Many thanks for your letter dated 27 May 2020 to our Group Chief Executive, Mr 
Eamonn Rothwell.  I am writing in response to that request to make a written 
submission to the Oireachtas Special Committee on Covid-19 response. 

Please find attached our submission, along with 5 Appendices, referred to in that 
submission. 

Should you have any queries in relation to this, please do not hesitate to contact me 
directly. 

Yours sincerely, 

__________________ 
Andrew Sheen 
Managing Director 
Irish Ferries Limited
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1.0 Introduction to Irish Ferries and the Irish Sea market. 

 
1.1 Irish Ferries is part of the parent Irish Continental Group (ICG), which is the 

leading Irish-based maritime transport group. We carry passengers and cars, 
Roll on Roll off (RoRo) freight and Container Lift on Lift off (LoLo) freight, on 
routes between Ireland, the United Kingdom and Continental Europe. We also 
operate container terminals in the ports of Dublin and Belfast. 
 

1.2 Irish Ferries are a multi-purpose operator, in that we transport Passengers, Cars 
and Freight (accompanied and un-accompanied). 
 

1.3 We operate a fleet of modern vessels and in any normal year we carry in excess 
of 1.5 million passengers annually, together with 401,000 accompanying cars 
and 6,800 coaches on up to 17 sailings per day, Details of our ships and routes 
are included at Appendix No.1. 

  
1.4 Our revenues are broadly split 50/50 between our Passenger Business and 

Freight, therefore, it can be appreciated that lock down measures have had a 
significant impact with Passenger volumes down over 90% through the affected 
Covid-19 period mid-March to date and Freight down over 20% on average 
throughout the same period. 

 
1.5 We note that the Irish Maritime Development Office (IMDO) have been invited 

to make a submission, we would therefore anticipate that they will provide the 
detailed market commentary for the Car and Freight Volumes through the 
period. 
 

1.6 Our Passenger Business can be broken down into the following three broad 
markets; 

 
1.6.1 Tourism – people holidaying in Ireland, or vice Versa, people from 

Ireland Holidaying in Great Britain or Continental Europe. 
 
1.6.2 Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR), as the name implies. 
 
1.6.3 Business travel for a large number of different activities. For example; 

technical travel for repairing equipment fitted in hospitals. 
 
1.7 During the period from mid-March to date, our Passenger business has been 

isolated down to “Essential” travel only, each country to which we operate to 
and from have had their own requirements for incoming Passengers.  Please see 
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix No.2 for further detail and the updates we have 
provided to these Passengers. 

 
1.8 Throughout the period, there have been no Governmental imposed restrictions 

on accompanied Freight movements, as they are as “Essential Supply Chain 
Workers”.  We are thankful to the DTTAS for their collaboration and liaison with 
us and the work that they did on this in the infancy of the restrictions. 
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2.0 Common Travel Area (CTA). 
 
2.1 The committee would be aware; the CTA is an important historical Agreement 

to secure the rights of Irish and British citizens.  It is something we have had, but 
not on a continuous basis, since 1923. 

 
2.2 It is a critical Agreement, given the long-term significance of tourism visitors to 

Ireland from the GB.  In 2019 GB generated 3.8 million overseas trips to Ireland 
and accounted for 35% of all overseas trips to the Republic1. GB is therefore by 
far the most significant source country in terms of the volume of inbound 
tourists it generates. In 2019 the total expenditure by British visitors (excluding 
fares) amounted to €997 million or over 19% of all expenditure by overseas 
visitors.  

 
2.3 The GB market is also key in spreading the seasonality of tourism with 46% of 

British visits made between October and March, whereas the proportion of 
other overseas visits was 39%.  In 2019 GB visitors accounted for 54% of the of 
the VFR visits, given this is likely to be amongst the first sectors to start 
travelling it is essential that there is free movement of British nationals to 
Ireland to aid the tourism recovery.   

 
2.4 The CTA is very important given the socio-economic benefits to rural Ireland, in 

many region’s tourism-based businesses are the main employers and drivers of 
economic activity. 

 
2.5 It is particularly significant in the context of the UK’s departure from the 

European Union and the end of the transition period on 31 December 2020.  It 
is very important that we retain the CTA. 

 
2.6 The committee would also be aware that the MOU signed by both the Irish and 

British Governments outlined its further commitment. In that document under 
that commitment, para 6 inter alia states “The CTA allows British and Irish 
citizens to move freely between the UK and Ireland. The Participants are to 
continue to ensure that their national laws facilitate such movement”. 

 
2.7 As shown in Appendix No.3, the UK Government have imposed no measures on 

movement either from Ireland to Northern Ireland or between Ireland and 
Britain.  

 
2.8 The Irish Government have imposed no measures from Northern Ireland to 

Ireland, however, they have imposed mandatory measures from Britain to 
Ireland, along with all other arrivals.  Please see Appendix No.2, table 2 for 
further details.  These measures cause restrictions on travel.  Since 28th May 
the new requirements are the mandatory filling of the Passenger Locator Form 
(PLF) and requiring people arriving in the state to self-isolate for 14 days. 

 
2.9 The imposition of the Passenger Locator Form (PLF) is a strong deterrent against 

travel directly between Britain and Ireland, but it can be wholly circumvented by 
travelling from Britain to Northern Ireland then on into Ireland.  This 
undermines the measure and restrictions of people visiting Ireland from Britain. 

 
 

 
1 https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/tt/tourismandtravelquarter42019/ ( Tourism & Travel 

Quarter 4 2019 CSO Statistical Release 11 March 2020, Tables 1, 7 & 2a ) 
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2.10 The UK have re-affirmed their commitment to the CTA, by providing for 

exemptions from the requirements to fill in Passenger Locator Forms and Self-
Isolation.  These measures are to be introduced for all other arrivals into the UK 
from 8th June, please see Appendix No.3. 

 
2.11 Right now Ireland are taking an a la carte approach to the CTA with the 

imposition of the current measures.   
 
2.12 There is a real risk that the British authorities will change their approach in this 

regard in the future.  This may well have longer term consequences in respect of 
Brexit. 

 
2.13 As evidence of that, consider when the French reached out to the British 

Government about lifting their restrictions when they were considering the 
restrictions on arrivals from France.   

 
2.14 France has stated that there is a principle of reciprocity23.  France have said they 

will apply reciprocal quarantine measures on countries who apply quarantine on 
arrivals from France.  Therefore, if Ireland’s position remains as is, with no lifting 
of the mandatory completion of the PLF and self-isolation for 14 days, then 
there is a risk that these same requirements will be enforced for travelers from 
Ireland to France by the French Government. 

 
2.15 There is a further risk that the UK may reconsider their CTA exemptions. 
 
2.16 We wrote to Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Mr. Simon 

Coveney T.D, Minister on the CTA on 11 May 2020, with the Minister and 
Secretary General for Transport, Tourism and Sport in copy.  The only response 
we have received was from the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade on 29 May 2020. These communications are as attached at Appendix 
No.4. 

 
2.17 There has been significant investment in reassuring British residents that post 

31 Dec 2020 that they will be able to continue to freely visit Ireland under the 
CTA.  The latter is not fully understood by most British residents.  The Irish 
Government’s decision to withdraw the CTA for British visitors, if only for a few 
weeks, will cause even more confusion for British residents. The negative news 
headlines generated by this move will take years to repair and will come at a 
huge significant economic cost to Ireland, particularly rural Ireland. 

 
3.0 EU Travel Restrictions. 
 
3.1 On 13 May the EU released a package of Guidelines to EU Member States via 

the Parliament and Council of Ministers4.  At the same time, Ireland was putting 
together measures to further close down its borders to anyone entering the 
state, with the exclusion of Northern Ireland. 

 
 
 

 
2 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/05/23/france-threatens-retaliate-british-quarantine-measures/ 
3 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-spain/france-says-it-will-take-reciprocal-

steps-if-spain-quarantines-its-visitors-idUSKBN22Q2S0 

 
4 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication_tourismservices_healthprotocols.pdf_1.pdf 
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3.2 On the current “road map” of 5 phases in Ireland there is no plan for 

International travel.  We can see no reasoning behind this, the Joint European 
Roadmap5 suggests that “within the EU, restrictions on travel should first 
be lifted in areas with a comparable epidemiological situation and where 
sufficient capabilities are in place in terms of hospitals, testing, surveillance and 
contact tracing capacities”. 
 

3.3 In the absence of any reasoning or impact assessment for the implementation 
of these measures, it is difficult to plan Vessel scheduling around what may or 
may not happen and Ireland’s position on International Travel. 

 
3.5  Tourism contributes €5.2 billion to the Economy of Ireland, the total impact of 

the restrictive measures is unknown at present, and the road map remains 
silent on when the current measures will be lifted.  

 
3.6 As we have indicated for travel to the UK, there is a real risk that the French 

authorities would change their approach here, see 2.12 above.   
 
4.0 Health Safety. 
 
4.1 The EU Joint European Roadmap underpins the requirement that lifting 

restrictions can be by reciprocal arrangements.  Ferry travel allows for a safe 
form of travel minimising any risk of cross infection whilst travelling.  We have 
outlined our plans, along with the other International Passenger Ship Operators, 
in respect of the list of protocols that are being applied to our services. Please 
see Appendix No.5. 

 
4.2 That said, we have had various approaches from our customers, both Passenger 

and Freight who, in certain circumstances, would prefer to travel in their 
Vehicle on the Vehicle Deck of the Ferry.  In the same way as you would in your 
car on the Euro Tunnel by example. 

 
4.3 This alternative approach was suggested to be considered by the EU 

Commission in their Guidelines on the progressive restoration of transport 
services and connectivity, albeit with a suggestion of a 1-hour crossing6.  The 
purpose of this time-limit is unknown.   

 
4.4 We have been liaising with our “flag state” who would allow it in accordance 

with the Risk Assessment provided to them.  We believe with the correct 
application overall safety could be sufficiently ensured. 

 
4.5 We have also been making this request of the appropriate Governmental 

Departments in the UK and Ireland, as the “host states”.  However, the 
response from the Irish Authorities has been less favourable.  Ireland have been 
in lock down for a few months now, we can certainly empathise with customer 
requests to stay in their vehicles given the reduced interaction with others over 
many months. 

 
 
 
 

 
5 https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/health/coronavirus-response/travel-and-transportation-

during-coronavirus-pandemic_en 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication_transportservices.pdf 
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4.6 By minimising interactions would also minimise the risk of any potential cross 

contamination.  This is important from Passenger to Passenger but also from 
Passenger to Crew Member also, we must be congnisant to reducing the risk in 
respect of crew infections. 

 
 
5.0   Travel distance from Home. 
 
5.1 Any travel distance restriction measure seems less than clear at this stage and is 

not replicated in the countries to which we operate.   
 
5.2 If other countries have relaxed the distance travel restrictions, presumably they 

have weighed up the risk and return of this measure.  There would be very few 
circumstances whereby Passengers from other countries would enter Ireland 
with this movement restriction.  We will need broader movement than 20km 
movement restrictions.  

 
 
6.0 Testing at Ports 
 
6.1 Every passenger, before boarding one of our vessels, is asked to confirm that 

they have no symptoms of COVID-19 and have had no contact with the virus in 
the last 14 days. 

 
6.2 No physical medical screening is conducted. We do not believe that screening 

such as body temperature screening is sufficiently effective to warrant its 
implementation nor is it practical in a Ro-Ro port environment. 

 
6.3 If medical screening was to become a requirement for passenger travel, then 

this must be performed by Health and/or Port Authorities and not by individual 
operators, and arrangements must take account of the large majority of 
passengers boarding in their vehicle (as opposed to walking through a terminal 
in a similar manner to an airport). 
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Appendix No.1 – Irish Ferries Operations. 
 
Irish Ferries operate the following Vessel on 3 principle routes; 

 
1.4.1  Dublin – Holyhead, Wales. 
 

Vessel Crossing time Max. Passenger  
Capacity 

Freight Lane  
Capacity 

ULYSSES 3hrs 15 mins 1916 4100m 

EPSILON  3hrs 15 mins 572  2800  

DUBLIN SWIFT 2hr 15 mins 817 200 Cars 

 
1.4.2 Rosslare - Pembroke, Wales. 
 

Vessel Crossing time Max. Passenger  
Capacity 

Freight Lane  
Capacity 

ISLE OF INISHMORE 4hrs  2100 1950m 

 
1.4.3 Dublin – Cherbourg, France 
 

Vessel Crossing time Max. Passenger  
Capacity 

Freight Lane  
Capacity 

W.B. YEATS 18hrs 1800 2800  

 
Along with many separate spacious lounges, our cruise Ferries are equipped with 
private cabins, each with their own en-suite facilities.  The cabin capacity of each ship 
varies according to the route which is serves. 

 
Our overnight service between Dublin and Cherbourg France is normally served in the 
Summer season by the cruise ferry W.B. YEATS. This vessel has maximum capacity for 
up to 1,800 passengers with sleeping accommodation in 440 cabins.  During the Winter 
Season, the route is currently serviced by the EPSILON. 
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Appendix 2 - Table 1 - Evolution of France Regulations / Decisions 

February 
28th  

French Department of Education instruct that all educational trips abroad are to be 
suspended, and those already away should return to France asap. 

March 17th  French lockdown effective from 12 noon March 17th (announced on March 16th)  
 
Borders with EU/Schengen declared closed and all travel to be suspended. 
 
Restricted movement enforced with Form “attestation” declaring purpose of movement to 
be completed by passengers justifying movement in France:  
https://www.irishferries.com/globalassets/faqs/covid/france-declaration-personal.pdf & 
Professional form to be completed by employer if travelling for professional reasons 
 
Lockdown resulted in the closure of non-essential retail, museums, public parks, café/bars 
and restaurants, hotels, campsites etc. 

March 19th  Many beaches/lakes closed (on department by department basis) to ensure enforcement of 
lockdown 

March 31st   Decree (n° 2020-370) introduced provided that up until 15th April 2020, passenger ships 
departing and arriving to French ports are not allowed to carry more than 100 passengers. 
The Decree provides that the term « passenger » also excludes the drivers of freight 
vehicles. Nevertheless, in any case, the total number of passengers and drivers shall not 
exceed 25% of the vessel’s capacity.  
Additional measures are required be put in place onboard concerning disinfection, 
information, social distancing, hand hygiene etc.  

March 31st  Further restrictions introduced on the French borders: new form to be completed by 
passengers arriving justifying essential travel (specific categories of travel allowed) 
https://www.irishferries.com/globalassets/faqs/covid/200408-essential-travel-
declaration.pdf  

May 11th  New Decree n° 2020-545 introduced changes to the previous decree: 
- ship passenger restrictions lifted nationally but can be enforced at a department level as 
required. 
- regulation on mask wearing in French waters 
- requirement for declaration on check-in that pax do not have COVID-19 symptoms 
 
Entered the phase 1 of “deconfinement”, with some services re-opening, and the 
introduction of a 100km movement limit within France. 

June 2nd  End of the 100km internal France movement limit but borders continue to be restricted 
(until at least June 15th). 
Re-opening of many facilities including beaches, cafes/bars/restaurants (with restrictions 
and as long as in a green area). 
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Appendix No.2 - Table 2 - IRELAND & UK RESTRICTIONS/REGULATORY ADVICE. 
 

Feb 14th  • Screening Question on check-in re: travel to China (Marine Notice No.6 of 2020) 

Feb 26th  • Display of HSE notices on board ships regarding Covid-19.   

March 2nd  • We published COVID-19 FAQ & Coronavirus with link to IRL & UK travel advisories, given 
the updates on DFA and UK Border Force Advice.   

March 16th  We introduced HSE screening Qs at check-in: 

• have you been in any of the following areas in the last 14 days (a list of specified 
areas currently identified by the HSE as associated with community transmission - China, 
Hong Kong, Iran, Northern Italy, Japan, Singapore and South Korea)?  

• have you had contact with a case of COVID-19 infection? 

March 18th  We introduced announcements by the master of the ship on our policy of social distancing 
at the onset of all sailings, updated signage to reflect the latest UK and Ireland advices on 
Social Distancing.   

March 19th    Updated screening questions following HSE advice: 

• passengers will be asked about contacts with COVID-19 cases and possible symptoms of 
COVID-19. 

March 30th  Updated FAQs to emphasise travel is for essential purposes only, and passengers should 
have supporting documentation available for checks by authorities as required. 

April 8th  Added details in FAQs advising of the restrictive movements/stay at home policies in both 
countries and linked to HSE and gov.uk websites on details of restricted movement: 
 

April 23rd  Updated FAQs to inform of the closure of facilities on-board due to COVID-19. 

April 24th  Added further detail to FAQs regarding Ireland’s restricted movements and link to Passenger 
Locator form.   

April 27th  Updated FAQs on Passenger Locator form to reflect new HSE website wording/content. 

May 26th  Updated FAQs (in accordance with Marine Notice No.22 or 2020 and SI 181 of 2020) to 
ensure compliance from 28 May 2020, with details: 

• New PLF and specific details (1 per person > 16 years) 

• Irish government advisory on wearing facemasks/covering 

June 8th UK has established new mandatory measures for Arrivals into the country, however, the CTA 
is recognised, and exemptions are provided as per Appendix No.3. 
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Appendix No.3 – UK Gov Guidance. 
 
( https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-
exempt-from-uk-border-rules/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-
border-rules ) 
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I B~rder Force 

Gu idance 

I Home Office I UK Visas and 
Immig ration 

Coronavirus (COVID-19): travellers 
exempt from UK border rules 
Published 22 May 2020 

You still need to fo llow the same rules as people who live in t he UK, even if you' re 

exempt from self-isolat ing for 14 days aft er you arrive. Check t he rules fort he nat ion 

you're staying in: 

• England 

• Scotland 

• Wales 

• Northern Ireland 

You will not need to fil l in the form or self-isolate fo r 14 days if you're travelling to t he UK 

from: 

• Ireland 

• the Chan nel Is lands 

• the Isle of Man 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules/coronavirus-covid-19-travellers-exempt-from-uk-border-rules


 
 
Appendix No.4 – Letter to Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Mr. 
Simon Coveney T.D, dated 11 May 2020 
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IRISH FERRIES 

Irish Ferries Limited, P.O. Box 19, Fcrryport. Alexandra R.oad, Dublin I , DOI W2F5 
Tel: (01) 607 5700 www.irishferries.com 

Mr. Simon Coveney 
Minister for Foreign Affairs & Trade 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
lveagh House 
80 St Stephen's Green 
Dublin 2 
D02 VY53 

11 May 2020 

Dear Minister Coveney, 

The British Isles have been deemed a Common Travel Area (CTA) for many years and for good 
reasons as evidenced by the Irish Government's decision to allow people returning from Northern 
Ireland exemption from self-isolation requirements. 

Brexit will be with us for a long time, most likely a lot longer than Covid-19. This is an opportunity for 
the Irish Government to reconfirm the CTA principle through adopting a reciprocal approach in 
allowing people from the UK into the country without the need for self-isolation. People travelling 
from the UK can, in any event, take a ferry to Northern Ireland and enter the Republic without self
isolation requirements. 

Reaffirming the CTA principle will have long term positive economic benefits for this country and this 
opportunity should not be ignored. 

Yow:•_l_v ___ _ 
~ b::--

Andrew Sheen 
Managing Director 

cc: Shane Ross, Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport 
Graham Doyle, Secretary General, Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport 
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Appendix No.4 – Email response from Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Mr. Simon Coveney T.D dated 29 May 2020.
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From: "eCorrespondence {Dfat)" <Dfat -Correspondence@cloud.gov.ie> 

Date: 29 May 2020 at 13:59:32 1ST 
To: Helen O'Grady <Helen.OGrady@icg.ie> 

Subject: Response: Query on £ffi - DFAT-TO-02209-2020 
Reply-To: Tanaistes Office <tanaiste@dfa.ie> 

Reference No: DFAT-TO-02209-2020 

Dear M r. Sheen, 

The Tanaiste and M inister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Mr. Simon Coveney T.D., has asked me to thank you for your correspondence of 11 May 2020 ir relation to t he Common Travel Area. 

As you have hi5hl ighted, the Common Travel Area has a long history and has been a flexible arrangement since the 1920s. It enables Irish and British citizens to reside in either jurisd iction w ithout restrict ion and 

provides for associated rights and entit lements in both j urisdictions. At its core is the principle that Irish and Brit ish citizens experience no differential in terms of thei r t reatment in each country in the areas of 

associated rights and entit lement. 

The Government remains fully committed to the Common Travel Area. In t his rega rd, you may w ish to note that Ireland and the UK signed a {MOU) concerning t he Common Travel Area {£ill) in May 2019, reaffirming 
this commitment t o maintaining the CT/ll in all circumstances. 

The impact of Covid-19 has been sudden and the Government is taking unprecedented actions to respond to the sit uat ion. While we are asking all arrivals, including Irish cit izens, from outside of the island of Ireland 
to self-isolate for 14 days on arrival, this is a public health measure and not a suggestion that any of the associated rights o r privileges under the Common Travel Area are affected. 

Yours sincerely, 

Clare Brosnan 

Private Secretary 

This Message Has Been Scanned by Cisco Email Cloud Service 



 

 

Appendix No.5 – Irish Sea International Passenger Ferry Operators List of Protocols. 
 
 

 
 

 

BOOKING

1 Information about the importance of handwash/hand sanitising, coughing routines, handshaking is provided.

2 Passengers advised to bring face coverings (won't be advertised, but will be provided should they not have them on arrival).

3 Facilitate ordering of onboard services and meals from home to reduce contact with personnel onboard, where possible

4 Reduced overall capacity depending on vessel kind, size and construction can be limited in connection with ticket sales.

5 Mandatory to book a cabin (which are sanitised after each use) when travelling on appropriate routes.

6 PAX facilitated to board the ship without any physical contact with anyone and handling of documents, if any, kept to a minimum

CHECK IN

7

A self-declaration of health (questions) need to be asked of every passenger at check-in. Passenger with symptoms and that have 

been in high risk area/contact denied boarding.

8 Information by way of text, video or e-learning of each passenger on how to behave onboard.

9

Implement measures to prevent queues. (e.g. distance-signage, distance markings in the floor, different check-in times, security 

guards to organize queues.)

10 Public lavatories are cleaned and sanitised frequently

11 Hand sanitising by personnel on every passenger entering the building

12 Automatic check-in machines sanitised frequently

13 Sneeze guard on manual check-in desk to be mounted

14 Manual check-in desk and all other common touch points sanitised frequently

15 Check-in clerks informed about handwash / disinfection routines

16 Credit card and contactless payments preferred

17 PETS chip scan done by the passenger, scanner disinfection after use
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OUTSIDE TERMINAL

18 Pre-embarkation areas with distance markings can be achieved to some extent as long as passengers volumes do not reach 

maximum. Additional staff may be required for monitoring.

19 Present instructions on how to conduct check-in for foot passengers

20 Present instructions on how to conduct check-in for car passengers

21 Present instructions on how to conduct check-in for truck drivers

22 Present instructions on how to conduct check-in for other passenger types

INSIDE TERMINAL

23 If local requirements dictate, then compulsory wearing of masks / face covering, the passengers have to bring their own mask / 

face covering.

24 Distance markings & walk-ways

25 Manage access/numbers to WC's. Closure of every other urinal, etc.

26 Physical presence of a cleaner at every ship call for regular disinfection of desks

27 Public area marshals, if the volumes dictate the need

28 Plexiglass protection for employees

29 Max number of customers inside terminal

30 Credit card and contactless payments preferred

31 Wearing of gloves when cash handling

32 Extra hand sanitising stations available in terminals and onboard

33 Fact sheets in different languages available in terminals
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BOARDING

34 Separation of passengers during loading and unloading

35 Loading sequence to limit the number of passengers in the garage at the same time; adaptation of the stopover time if necessary

36 Define max number of people in elevators, face coverings compulsory

37 Measures to prevent queues and distance-signage to be in place.

38 Hand sanitising on every passenger embarking on gangway or staircase for car-passengers

39 Early boarding  in close collaboration with port authority and border control/customs authority

ON-BOARD

40 Face coverings to be worn in public areas when the conditions dictate if social distancing as per the WHO guidance cannot be fully 

maintained

41 Marking of passenger walk ways for separation inside the vessels

42 Reducing the capacity on all ships to secure 2m distance in any area, but in any case no less than WHO advice at the time.

43 Extra hand sanitising stations available onboard

44 Passengers in the same group (e.g., vehicle), all others to sit separated, messaging to be promulgated onboard

45 Fact sheets in different languages available onboard

46 Hygienic instructions for crew and passengers visible at all places

47 PA Announcements: Continuous passenger information regarding social distancing

48 All childcare facilities and cinema areas to be kept closed

49 Eliminating entertainment events

50 Keep unnecessary high risk areas closed.

51 Arrangement of areas for isolation of customers if necessary

52 Have PPE (masks, gloves, suits etc.) ready in case of a positive or suspected positive person on board

53 Promote the ready access to fresh sea air on the open deck.

54 Passengers permitted to remain on vehicle decks where permitted by Authorities
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SHOPS

55 Sneeze guard on cashier desk in use, in place

56 Frequent disinfection of cashier-area

57 Frequent disinfection of common touch-points

58 Frequent disinfection of shopping-trolleys/baskets

59 Hand sanitising for every passenger entering 

60 Measures to prevent queues and distance-signage is in place

61 The amount of visitors in different shops to be limited

62 Distance marking on the floor to separate passengers queuing to the cash desks

63 Plexiglas protection at cash desks

64 Hand sanitiser available in all shops

65 Face masks to be sold on board in the shops to the passengers

66 All take away food sold in the shops to be wrapped or packed

67 Cleaning and disinfection in all areas to be intensified

68 No cash, only card payments accepted

69 No unauthorized personnel in the stores or supply areas.
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RESTAURANTS

70 The amount of visitors in different restaurants to be limited to maintain social distancing

71 Hand sanitisers are available in all restaurants

72 No fresh food only sale of packed food

73 Cold sandwiches sold at bars are prepared following all HACCP procedures and are considered safe.

74 Warm dishes in different restaurants served in portions

75 Take away food from the restaurants to the cabins or other public areas will be accepted

76 All food in cafés to be wrapped or packed

78 Plexiglas protection at in use cash desks

79 Cleaning and disinfection in all areas to be maintained

80 Credit card and contactless payments preferred

81 No unauthorized personnel in the restaurant kitchens, supply areas or crew kitchen.

82 All food in drivers dining area has to be wrapped or packed

82 CLEANING

83 Continued attention / disinfection of surfaces by cleaners

84 Cabin trolleys & equipment to cleaners sanitised frequently

85 Use of gloves & facial mask upon individual request of employee/cleaner

86 Frequent disinfection of common touch-points / corridors

87 Weekly Sanitation of all vessel for coronavirus epidemic. Self-certification to be issued,

88 Air recycling mode removed from air conditioning

89 Increased number of hand sanitiser and disinfectant

90 Lavatories are washed and sanitised frequently
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CREW & CREW AREAS

91 Extended cleaning/disinfecting routines for crew cabins

92 Extended cleaning/disinfecting routines for crew mess and all other crew areas

93 Extended accessibility for hand sanitiser at work-spaces

94 Lavatories are washed and sanitised frequently

95 Amount of available PPE and disinfection material to be increased and ensured delivery on board and ashore.

96 All crew and check in personnel to do frequently e-learning sessions and test to ensure the knowledge is adequate.

97 Implement secure routines for crew change, in order to reduce risk of cross contamination between crews.

98 E training of crew with each crew change.

99 Hand sanitiser available in all areas.

100 All unnecessary lingering in the common areas of the ship must be avoided.

101 All extra personal contact must be avoided.

102 Hands must be washed and sanitised, if possible, whenever moving from one compartment of the ship to another.

103 The ship’s gym may only be used by one person at a time. All equipment must be completely sanitised after use.

104 Only persons responsible for the ship’s food provision may enter the galley or food

105 Dining happens in small groups, taking into account the safe distance between crew

106 If possible, food will be served by the cook or someone else responsible for food

107 The most common surfaces of the engine control room must be cleaned with sanitiser

at every change of watchkeeping.

108 The most common surfaces of the bridge must be cleaned with sanitiser at every change of watchkeeping.

109 Separation of crew shifts to prevent outbreak amongst crew is not possible

110 Crew wearing gloves

111 Crew following structured hand cleaning / sanitising procedures

112 Maintain health declaration procedure.

113 Regular medical crew screening (temperature, other symptoms)

114 Intensified crew training in epidemic control according to SMS

115 Crew to remain on board while the vessel is at port.

116 Changes of crew to be kept to a minimum

117 IMO guidelines to be followed for embarking crew
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